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WORDS OF HOPE  
Reflections by Pastor Terry Richardson 

 

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. Therefore 
we will not fear, though the earth should change, though the mountains 
shake in the heart of the sea; though its waters roar and foam, though 
the mountains tremble with its tumult…The Lord of hosts is with us. 
Psalm 46:1-3,7 
 
Our help in trouble 
Martin Luther really liked Psalm 46. In Wittenberg the high tower of All Saints Church declares in 
huge letters the words “Ein Feste Burg Ist Unser Gott.” That announcement is a great way to start the 
new year: A mighty fortress is our God! 
 
We could make a long list of all the things there are to be discouraged or depressed about including 
covid variants, the need for booster shots, better masks, continual distancing, the summer heat 
dome, the winter strait-effect snow, the isolation for 21 months, the stress, the conflicts. There has 
been lots of trouble. 
 
Fortunately for us, God is our refuge, our strength, and a very present help in trouble. Though the 
virus roared; though the heat pounded down and the snow piled up; though towns caught fire; and 
atmospheric rivers made highways wash out and cut us off from the world; we did not let fear take 
over. By continuing to gather together in new ways, the Lord of hosts was with us and we found 
refuge, strength and help in all those troubles. 
 
Faith becomes real when life becomes painfully real. That is when we learn the value of the people 
around us, what really matters, and how God is actually with us. Note that we need each other to fully 
realize that God is with “us.”   
 
A few days prior to my dad’s death in November, it was his friends who raised the concern. They 
called me and my brother. They cared about my dad and they cared about us. A few days after his 
death they stopped by the house as we were clearing it to offer condolences and any help we might 
need. As they left I said, “I don’t know if you are people of faith, but one thing you can do is pray for 
the family during this time that is stressful on so many different levels.” They stopped at the door, 
turned around, and said to me, “We are, and have been praying for you all along. You can count on 
that.” There are so many ways to assist but that helped me a lot with all the trouble. 
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So let’s carry forward into 2022 with the same help we have always trusted. God’s help and the help 
God’s people give each other keeps us going so that we all begin a new year in a strong way. We’ve 
done it before. We can do it again. The Lord is with us. 
 
 
WORSHIP NOTES  
Submitted by Carolyn Iles 
 
Devotional Practice (Living our Faith - Worship) 
 
For the last two years, we have been sharing Bishop Susan’s vision for a four-year emphasis 
on Living our Faith - as together we pray, read, worship and love (www.elcic.ca/LivingOurFaith). 
 
As we enter into the third year, which started in September 2021, we are asking ELCIC members to 
join in a year of emphasis on worship — the goal is to deepen our experience in worship when the 
community gathers (whether in-person or online) and to deepen one’s individual practice of daily 
devotion.  
 
Some people use the same practice every day. Some people like to experiment with new things, 
perhaps on a season of the church year basis. Nothing is wrong!  
 
We are hoping you could help us out by sharing your thoughts and suggestions on how others might 
become more engaged in a daily devotional practice. What are your suggestions? We think sharing of 
practical tips and ideas will be helpful and encouraging to others across the church.  
 
Would you be willing to share with us a tip or suggestion or inspiration on how you make this a daily 
practice, how you fit devotions into your daily life and/or how you actively seek to deepen your 
devotional practice? 
 
We are looking for just a sentence or two (40-60 words) and we welcome resource suggestions as 
well.  Please share with us your thoughts and ideas. Thank you! 
(Submissions can be sent through Lyle McKenzie, who is an assistant to the Bishop with a focus on 
Worship at   lmckenzie@elcic.ca.    Or your submission can be sent through the ELCIC Newsletter, 
which Pastor or Carolyn Iles can forward to you.)  
 
Prayer  
Here is a resource for worship - our ELW hymnal!  For example, the following prayer is from our ELW 
hymnal, p.317.   
 
“O God, you have called your servants to ventures of which we cannot see the ending, 
by paths as yet untrodden, through perils unknown.  Give us faith to go out with good 
courage, not knowing where we go, but only that your hand is leading us, and your love 
supporting us, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.” 
 
Calling our Worship Assistants! 
Recently Wendy van Oldenborgh, our worship assistant scheduler, asked those who have been 
serving as worship assistants on zoom to let her know if you are planning to attend services in 
person, and if so, are you willing to serve as a worship assistant.  The response to her request has 
been slow coming in.  If you haven’t responded to this request, would you please do so?  Even if your 

mailto:lmckenzie@elcic.ca
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response is a maybe, it is helpful to know how many people are willing to assist at the time the church 
begins in-person services. 
 
Flexibility is a skill many of us have been practicing during this time of pandemic.  So it is with plans 
to meet in person, and to have assistants willing to be assistants, in person!!  Even if your response 
depends upon when the congregation begins meeting in person, could you let us know if you might 
be willing to be an assistant, or not.  This will save a lot of phone calls!  Please do send an e-mail to 
Wendy, at wenvo@shaw.ca. 
 
Speaking of our steadfast Worship Assistant scheduler, Wendy is retiring in February.  Hope needs a 
new scheduler.  This is an opportunity to serve the congregation, from home, using your computer/e-
mail. Training will be provided, and you will have the satisfaction of working with wonderful supportive 
people – the people of Hope!    Please consider this opportunity.  Contact Carolyn Iles 
kiles@island.net if you are willing to be our new scheduler, or if you have some questions about this 
opportunity.   
 
 

CONTINUOUS LEARNING   
Submitted by Carolyn Iles  
 
Article from the ELCIC Weekly Newsletter Dec. 21 2021. 
The Church of Sweden apologizes for its complicity in the abuse of indigenous Sámi People.  
 
The Church of Sweden (CoS) delivered a public apology on 24 November for its role in “legitimized 
repression” and centuries of “mistreatment and complacency” toward the Sámi People. The apology 
to leaders of regional indigenous groups took place in the Cathedral of Uppsala, at a special service 
of worship of the General Synod. 
 
The apology is the first of two outlined in a statement released this June by CoS declaring eight 
commitments toward ongoing reconciliation with the Sámi People. The second public apology is 
planned during the Sámi church conference in Luleå in October 2022. 
 
Antje Jackelen, Archbishop of CoS stated:  “As Archbishop of the Church of Sweden, I stand before 
you, the Sami, and confess that we have NOT engaged with you at eye level. We have been curved 
inward on ourselves, we have not stood up to racism and abuse of power. Our backs are bent by the 
guilt we carry. We have placed unjust burdens on you. We have burdened your ancestors with shame 
and pain that has been inherited by new generations.” 
 
Jackelén continued, “We cannot undo what has been done. But we can feel remorse for our part in 
Sweden’s colonial history. We can feel remorse for our inability and unwillingness to accept the truth 
and meet you at eye level.” 
 
The Sámi shared personal accounts of mistreatment, the colonialization of Sámi land and horrific 
boarding school experiences inflicted on the Sámi People. “The testimonies we have heard today 
confirm our church’s complicity in the abuse of the Sámi, said Archbishop Jackelén. “The wounds, the 
pain, the shame, the self-loathing, the anger and the difficult memories are real. When we failed the 
Sámi people, we also failed our Creator. We have not been faithful in our discipleship. We have not 
been responsive to the presence of the Holy Spirit in Creation.” 
 

mailto:wenvo@shaw.ca
mailto:kiles@island.net
https://www.lutheranworld.org/country/sweden#church-sweden
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Warning that the church must not repeat the errors of the past, Jackelén urged, “While we wait, we 
pray to God and ask you that we may increasingly meet each other at eye level. That we do not 
repeat past mistakes. That we all let ourselves be touched by Jesus, who gets down on his knees to 
straighten those who stoop. Both those of us who bear the burdens of the victims and those of us 
who bear the burdens of wrongs committed in the name of the Church. Those of us who bear the 
perpetrators’ burdens of guilt and those of us who bear the victims’ burdens of suffering. So that we 
can recognize Christ in each other.” 
 
Members of the Sámi community attending the service described the event as the beginning of a long 
journey. "My hope and belief is that this apology will lead to a change," said Ingrid Inga, chair of the 
Sámi Council of the Church of Sweden. “I feel very humble to be part of this apology, and that it isn't 
just empty words from the Church. It comes with commitments and a ten-year process where they will 
be realized." 
The Church of Sweden will allocate EUR 3.9 million toward a 10-year plan to achieve the eight 
commitments for reconciliation. These include pledges to strengthen and revitalize the Sámi 
languages, to increase the influence and participation of the Sámi people in the Church of Sweden 
and to increase awareness of the church’s historical relations and abuses against the Sámi people. 
 
 
A Joint CHRISTMAS MESSAGE From The Primate And National Bishop 
 
When we remember 2021, we will remember the pandemic and its global effects as wave after wave 
of illness, lockdowns, missed events and lost opportunities washed over us. We will also remember 
that climate change hit parts of our country and world with devastating events like the heat and fires 
in B.C.; the flooding and landslides that followed; the tornadoes in the southern U.S.A.. We will 
remember feeling helpless in the face of forces beyond our control that could disrupt the globe so 
profoundly. 
 
There have always been times when life has overwhelmed the human heart – these are the latest 
and maybe seem more intense because of the instantaneous capacity to hear the devastating news 
through all the media channels available around us. 
 
Just when we want to be rescued – when we want a power greater than all the pain around us to 
swoop in and fix all that is wrong in our world – Just when we cry out in mourning, frustration and pain 
for God to do something – we find ourselves preparing for Christmas – and we hear again God’s 
response. 
 
God does not come in power or triumph but in the soft, wail of a baby. God comes – in this most 
vulnerable way – entrusted to two young adults far from home and caught up in the systems and 
powers of their own times – and it is enough to change the world. A bevy of angels – a few shepherds 
doing their work – two faithful elderly worshippers in the temple and some strangers from a foreign 
country recognize something wonderful and profound has happened – but the fulfilment of the 
promise will take another thirty years. 
 
In the midst of all that seems to be too much for our hearts in this year – remember the promise 
begun that Christmas night – in all vulnerability, smallness and insignificance to the powers around. 
God is here and all shall be well in God’s time. 
 
May the hope, joy, peace and love birthed in Bethlehem fill your hearts and homes this Christmas and 
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always. 
 
The Most Rev. Linda Nicholls 
Archbishop and Primate, Anglican Church of Canada 
 
The Rev. Susan Johnson 
National Bishop, Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada 
 

 
HOPE COUNCIL COMMENTS December 2021 
Submitted by Curt Satre 
 
When I hear ‘Omicron’ I think, “Oh my, CRUMB!”.  When will these crummy variants ever stop??   So 
again, the last council meeting was dominated by a response to this most recent variant.   
 
With great regret, the council acknowledged that the planned Jan. 9 re-opening would have to be 
delayed indefinitely. While we are all keen to return to in-person worship, this is just not the right time. 
 
Recognising the desire for connection, we did review some opportunities which are presently 
available.  We would encourage everyone to join in some or all of them. 
In addition to the regular Sunday morning zoom service, we have: 

1) Thursday hymn sing, contact Glenn Harvey at 250-751-1435 
2) Friday morning men’s breakfast, contact Gerry Owen at 250-616-3584 
3) Tuesday afternoon bible study, contact Pastor Terry at 250-758-1232 
4) Phone tree, contact Linda Harvey at 250-751-1435 
5) Pastor’s Wednesday letter. 

 

Even with the return to in-person worship, council is committed to the on-line ministry which we 
presently enjoy through zoom. Council approved a $6,000 budget for technology which will make the 
connection between those in the sanctuary and those online as seamless as possible.  
 
We continue to review improvements to the heating and ventilating systems. 
Plans are proceeding for the Annual General Meeting to be held on February 20, 2022. 
 
 
WITNESS AND MISSION COMMITTEE 
Submitted by Joan Roszmann 
 
Island Crisis Care Society Addresses Homelessness in Nanaimo 
 
Our church has been involved with Island Crisis Care Society for several years now.  We participated 
in “More Room for Hope” raising more than $1000 dollars and earning a spot on their commemorative 
quilt. We participated in the blue bank housing campaign which moved to online donations the last 
two autumns due to the pandemic. 
 
ICCS is the front-line organization in Nanaimo dealing with homelessness and they are doing an 
amazing job!   Check out their many programs at islandcrisiscaresociety.ca. If we want to help the 
crisis of homelessness in our community, this is the place to look. 
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Drive south on highway 1 past London Drugs and you will come to Samaritan Place, a most 
impressive edifice!  It will continue the tradition of a program for women in crisis with 14 shelter beds, 
52 units of longer-term supportive housing and a 2-bedroom unit for families in crisis.  And it is just 
opening now! 
 
And did you know ICCS has purchased the Nanaimo Bakery for the launch of Project Rise? This 
new ICCS program enhances their housing program portfolio, offering life skills, pre-employment and 
employment skills training and select work placements for program participants, supporting them on 
their path towards recovery and independence. 
 
The building will provide space for the planned skills and employment training, and the Bakery and 
Café will serve as one of the potential employment placements offered through the program. 
Alongside these operations, the larger building at 2025 Bowen Rd. will be adapted to house ICCS 
and Project Rise program offices as well as new community collaboration spaces to benefit the most 
vulnerable in the community. 
To further support their work donations can be made at their website or with your offering 
envelope. 
 
 
CLWR GIFTS FROM THE HEART 
Submitted by Joan Nolting 
 
The new Gifts from the Heart catalogues have finally arrived and are available at the church in the 
library room downstairs and also upstairs in the narthex on the bookcase by the CLWR bulletin 
board.  The catalogue is also available on line at www.clwr.org/GFTH.   
 
Christmas has passed but there are other occasions during the year, such as birthdays, anniversaries 
and other special occasions to honour family and friends in a tangible way with Gifts from the Heart. 
 
Purchases can be made through your church offering envelopes, designated for the specific items, 
with cheques made payable to Hope Lutheran Church, or directly to CLWR at www.clwr.org/GFTH, or 
by calling them at 1-800-661-2597. 
 

2022 OFFERING ENVELOPES 
Your 2022 offering envelopes are available in the library room downstairs at the church.  They are 
in alphabetical order.  If you are unable to pick them up and you would like them delivered or if you 
are able to deliver some of them, please contact Joan Nolting at jnolting@shaw.ca or 250-729-
3677.  You can also submit your offerings in ordinary envelopes identified as coming from you.  If you 
currently do not have numbered envelopes and would like some, please let Joan Nolting know. 

 
 
 

 
 
2021 may have felt like a blur, so I wanted to close the year by reminding you of just how much your 
support accomplished this year.  
 

http://www.clwr.org/GFTH
http://www.clwr.org/GFTH
mailto:jnolting@shaw.ca
https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015Wf5JIbG5KJBeu9ShajtBi-evc1zgFU6OoGYF1Gm0gXTgKTGh9yGZDqOnOYiDye6KSJS6zpIhTNQUfA7T16sYftpbGeJEqU9Sf8bsufZbO4q8kRHKT0Vo1ByGYB4ptMdeN-KmB78XpON-oIDVnvzEqrbX2_satyNr4i14MpRSZ4KP8qx_1ALpo4fn0s9_UMc&c=8E8QVdRPnguyKgkqw3WrtHQwVpvrQ91mwy4IY_w3pBGofmYtkfPHRg==&ch=XCKOGDgcq7K69MoxW_-ikbmtQB532adObRHSmSyCMyP6dEV9c_11_A==
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Your kindness became emergency food, clean water, and shelter after disaster. It provided a safe, 
supportive space for women in need of protection. It became the seeds and garden tools that grew 
into lush, productive gardens, and livestock that gave families both nutrition and income. 
 
With your support, women found new opportunities to access education and learn skills, developing 
their own source of income. And dozens of refugees found new homes and supportive communities 
here in Canada. 
 
When disaster struck this year, from the earthquake in Haiti, to flooding in BC, or an overwhelming 
surge of COVID in India, your response was immediate and incredible.  
 
And in a year that may have felt like it was defined by uncertainties and restrictions, your partnership 
also enabled many new beginnings: an innovative new crop insurance program for farmers in El 
Salvador; new funding for a critical medical clinic in Caracas; and the introduction of brand-new 
vocational and technical educational programs for Palestinian women.  
 
As the year turns to 2022, please accept our thanks for your incredible friendship, and for making all 
of this possible in 2021. We are deeply grateful for the opportunity to do this work, and we look 
forward to continuing in partnership next year! 
 
May God bless you and your family with health and happiness in the New Year 
 

 
Karin Achtelstetter 
Executive Director 
Canadian Lutheran World Relief 
 
 
FEELINGS OF THE HEART  
Submitted by Tim and Vivien Stime, Indigenous Pathways 
 
Just a note here to report on an interesting workshop that Vivien and I were privileged to help 
organize and host at the lovely Bethlehem Center November 3-7, called the Inenimowin Healing 
Circle Training Workshop. The focus of the training was creating safe spaces for the sharing of 
one's story and providing a helpful small group environment for the healing journey to begin and 
continue. (Inenimowin is an Oji-Cree concept about the sharing of the feelings of the heart.)   
 
All of the staff and participants were already people helpers, so there was a lot of sharing of healing 
ideas, methods, ceremony and technique, using as the base the Inenimowin Healing Circle 
Guidebook  which we at Indigenous Pathways have been working with and fine-tuning for the past 15 
years. There were 19 participants and staff from a wide variety of communities, from PEI, AB, SK, MB 
and Montana as well as one from New Mexico.  But the majority came from Vancouver Island.  It was 
the first time we had done one of these workshops in BC. Our very capable staff were Inuit, Cree, Oji-
Cree and Swiss-Canadian. 
 
We were honored that 4 local traditional counselors from Tsow Tun Le Lum Society participated. 
(https://www.tsowtunlelum.org) They led in ceremony and protocol from the start, during and at the 
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end of the workshop.  Two of them came to help out in the event that someone was triggered 
emotionally during the w/s and needed special care.  
 
Early on, one of the local participants was visibly triggered by echoes of his past connection with the 
church-run residential school.  Adjustments were made to the music that was played in a sympathetic 
and understanding way.  This led to a beautiful new friendship and diverse interplay of both traditional 
and contemporary instruments.  This Healing Circle has always been unique as it seeks to address 
pain in authentically Indigenous ways while following the Way of Jesus.  This year’s training workshop 
did that better than ever and we were able to celebrate stories, tears, music, laughter and dance 
across various ethnic backgrounds. 
 
As follow-up to the workshop there are 6 monthly Zoom sessions for the participants and a few others 
who were unable to attend. We are trusting Creator to bring about deep healing in the lives of those 
people which these people-helpers are working with.  There is great need for Creator's healing 
touch—always--but even more-so now given the recent revelations of so many Indigenous kids' 
bodies discovered near the residential schools. 
 
We are thankful for Hope Lutheran Council’s letter of support to enable some funding from the UCC’s 
Healing Fund to make this workshop possible. 
 
 
ACT OF KINDNESS I REMEMBER  
 

I thought I would share this act of kindness extended to me: 
 
On Nov 9 I had a very traumatic fall outside Staples. I was thrown against their large window which 
sent me flying onto the sidewalk. The side of my head bounced on the walk, and my left arm/shoulder 
hit hard. I had just crawled to the curb when a wonderful lady customer came running from inside the 
store. She sat beside me, calmed me, and wrapped her car blanket around me. Once store 
employees arrived, she could have left me. Instead she chose to remain with me until help arrived. I 
will never forget her or the other concerned folks who paused to offer assistance. Yes, I broke my 
upper arm in 2 places.  As well there were lots of deep scratches and bruising, but slowly and surely I 
am healing. Incidentally that special lady calls, emails, and sends me cards. What a blessing she was 
and continues to be. However, I do not recommend this as a way to make new friends!  I must add 
‘what a huge help and blessing my entire family has been to me.’ I am so thankful for them! 
Contributed by Donna Kuffler 
 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

JOB OPENING at St. Philip-by-the-Sea, Lantzville 
We are seeking an office administrator for St. Philip-by-the Sea in Lantzville, for 10-12 hours a week, 
and in-person is negotiable. Duties may include weekly bulletins, community bookings and other 
administrative responsibilities.  Must be fully vaccinated. Please contact Heather 778-936-0606, or 
incumbent@stphiliplantzville.ca  for more information.  

 
 
 
 

mailto:incumbent@stphiliplantzville.ca
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NANAIMO GREEN FAITH CLIMATE CHANGE ZOOM-COURSE 
Wishing you and your community every blessing in the New Year, 
Julia Roberts for Nanaimo Green Faith 
 
Thinking about climate change in the midst of the holiday season and the pandemic is very 
difficult.  However, one of our members took the course How To Talk to Anyone About Climate 
Change and he declared it a "game changer".  We were fortunate to be able to book the presenter for 
early January.   
 
Nanaimo GreenFaith Circle is sponsoring a Zoom course entitled How To Talk to Anyone About 
Climate Change.  We will draw on values, research, storytelling and the latest communications 
evidence to learn how to talk about climate change, as if it mattered to everyone. The course is 
presented by Anglican Patricia Lane, a retired lawyer, and the longest serving member of the Sierra 
Club Board.  The course will run Mondays from 6:30 to 8:30 PM on January 10, 24, 31 and February 
7. Registration is free or by donation at https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/228754570077   Questions to 
Gwen (gdingham@gmail.com) or Bev (lockbev@gmail.com). 
 

We currently have more than the required minimum number of registrants. But we have room for 
more participants!    
 
The course will run on Zoom on January 10th, January 24th, January 31st, & February 7th from 6:30 
PM to 8:30 PM.  For more details and to register, please go 
to  https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/228754570077   Registration is free or by donation. There is pre-
reading to do before each class, so registering as soon as possible is a good idea. Everyone is most 
welcome! 
 
 

    We Celebrate Birthdays       
 
For the month of January 2022: 
Jan. 2  Linda Harvey     Jan. 3  Jack Ziebart    Jan. 3  Andreas Haase   
Jan. 5  Mildred Olafson     Jan. 13  Larry Kuffler  Jan. 14  Terry Richardson    
Jan. 17  Katje Reinhardt  Jan.18  Walter Halper             Jan. 20  Cathy Saunders  
Jan. 24  Vibeke Sandberg  Jan. 29  Lucas Pallard 
 
 
 

Special Prayer Requests:  
Hillary A; Virginie F; Wjotek F; Anne G; Hallowyn H; Judy J; Dick K; 
Donna K; Baby Liam M; Carole & Clyde O; Sharon & Charlie S; 
Ingvar, Jordan, Susan,  Zak, and all their families.  
 
 

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/228754570077
mailto:gdingham@gmail.com
mailto:lockbev@gmail.com
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/228754570077

